
Route Descriptions 

Due to the many construction sites Ulm is currently studded with, moving in the city can be confusing and the public 

transport takes sometimes odd ways.  

The dotted black lines in the maps are the walk paths, olive green areas are construction sites. 

 

Finding the Symposium at Ulm University 
  

Two bus lines go to the symposium. Both start in the 

inner city near the main train station at the bus stop 

“Hauptbahnhof”. The busnumber 3 in the direction 

“Wissenschaftsstadt” or “Science Park II”. Or number 5 in 

the direction “Wissenschaftsstadt”. 

The bus stop to the symposium is the “Botanischer 

Garten”, the building N27 where the symposium is 

located is just in sight about 30 meters away (see figure 

1). Note: in the whole area around the university are a lot 

of construction sites due to the installation of a tram.  

The buses back to the inner city are number 3 in the 

direction “ZOB Ost” or “Wiblingen (Alte Siedlung)”. Also 

number 5 in the direction “Wiley” or “Ludwigsfeld”. Note: 

These buses will not go back from where they started 

(due to the building sites), the bus stop to leave the bus is 

“ZOB Ost” which is about 100 meters away from the bus 

stop “Hauptbahnhof” from where the journey started. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: From the bus stop “Botanischer Garten” to the symposium 
location in building N27. 



Figure 2: Path from the car park to the building N27 where the 
symposium will take place. 

A parking lot for the car can be found about 300 

meters afar from the symposium location. It is a fee 

required for this car park.  

Note: The parking situation around the university is 

highly strained, a very early arrival is advised. 

The way from the car park to the building N27 where 

the symposium will take place is shown in figure 2. 


